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Anyone crj-ticised or maligned in these publications has a
guaranteed right of reply. JMF or P2 Lodge UK stands for the hierarchies of the
Judaeo/Masonic Faction. The ordinary Mason and Jew are as likely to suffer from
the machinations of the JMF as non-Masons and non-Jews are.
THE MASONS HAVE BEEN ORDERED NOT TO CHALLENGE THE FACTS PUBLTSHED TN

VOMIT. THE DIRTY BRIGADE HAS NEVER CHALLENGED THE FACTS. TT HAS GOT
RID OE ITS VITRIOLTC BILE BY SNIPI}JG AT THE MESSENGER. DE}iION INTERNET
IIMITED HAS ASSISTED THE MASONS. Demon should concentrate on makj-ng
j-ts equipment reliable and stop running up huge telephone birls for
subscribers.
THE SHIRTLIFTERS

### wett spoken Vomit ! Much as r despise and detest the human dung
beetl-es who practice the "rove" that dared not speak its name but now
shouts it from the rooftops, the bombing in shaftesbury Avenue was a
diabolical act. Even faggots have a right to Iife. what I object to
is their double standards. They shove their poison down our throats
and then call us bigots for showing rewulsion to their perverslons.
As to Mr wilrmottrs suggestion that we bomb Downing street, he q1ib1y
attributes all the evils of the world to the machinations of
politicians. Poriticians are under pressure from rn:inority groups.
This results in bad leqislatj-on driven by minority groups who push for
censorshi-p, homosexuality, big business and even religious privilege.
Although r am opposed to the bombing of serbia r rm not the one who has
to make the decisions. Obviously something has to be done to stop thi-s
ethnic creansing, and. just as obviously Bl-air and company witl be
attacked whatever they do or dontt do. A BaronGabaron.demon.uk ###
Consnent:

who has heard of dung beetles cottaging, cruising, rimming or pushing
dung uphirl? we feel that dung beetles would take umbrage at the
comparison between the useful work they do and what the shirtlifters
do.
Blair is carried away by his delusions of grandeur. He should

have resolved the frish probtem before tackling a simi1ar problem in
Kosovo. America like Britain depends upon its armaments industry to
sustain a viable economy. stockpiled weaponry does not generate jobs
or profits. There has to be war. The windbag is not dictated to by
pressure groups but by suction groups. His focus groups look for votes
and then offer incentives to minority groups with a fine disregard for
morality or democracy. The windbag j-s a control freak. one of his
focus groups suggested that monkeys should be put on the electoral
register and then selected as parliamentary candidates. They argued
that, like Labour MPs, they would see all, hear arl and say nowt and
thereby avoid the possibility of another Dennis canavan rubbing the
Windbagrs nose in the dirt.
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This is yet another own goal by Blair and Straw who probably
acted on the advice of the cardinal. when Mr A1 Fayed appeared on a TV
prog.ramme after having been denied uK citizenship he was greeted by
thunderous applause and kissed by a bevy of pretty girIs. we suggest
that the low turnout at the recent elections confirmed what the people
have to say about New l,abour: "They are worse than the Tories".
There is some merit in Mr A1 Fayed's allegation that the death
of his son Dodi and Princess Diana was no accident. The last we heard

